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� The bulk of cyber-security issues result from not 
using simple measures you probably already 
have.
� Passwords of 8+ characters, with uppercase, � Passwords of 8+ characters, with uppercase, 

lowercase, numbers, and special characters.

� Different passwords on every site.

� Changing the admin password on new equipment.

� Two-part authentication.

� Anti-virus/anti-Trojan/anti-website software.

� Off-line backups of your data.



� Sites do not store your password, they store a 

hash of it. When you log in, they calculate and 

compare the hash.

Stealing the password file gives the thief the � Stealing the password file gives the thief the 

hashes, not the passwords.

� Short passwords, or passwords that don’t use 

the full range of characters allow thieves to 

build a reverse lookup table to get your 

password.



� Using just 26 characters in a six-character 
password results in 266 possibilities = 309 
million hashes to calculate the reverse lookup 
table.table.

� Using 26 lowercase, 26 uppercase, 10 
numbers, and 8 special characters in an eight-
character password = 576 trillion hashes to 
calculate the reverse lookup table.

� Two million times harder to calculate the 
table!



� If your Overstock.com password is 
compromised, should thieves be able to break 
into your 401K and bank accounts? No!

� Use a password manager to remember and keep � Use a password manager to remember and keep 
track of all the passwords.  Then you only need 
to remember one super-password. They also 
make fifteen-character passwords workable.

� LogMeOnce has a good product. One step up 
from the free version is $50 for five years.

� I have over 120 different passwords on the web.



� Take two of your favorite fictional characters.
� MilesCordelia

� Mis-spell one of them.
� MilesCordelllia

� Reverse one.� Reverse one.
� seliMCordelllia

� Insert a special character and a number.
� seliMCor00dell?lia

� Every time they tell you to change your 
password, index the number.
� seliMcor15dell?lia



� Generate a long ‘pass phrase’. 

� Many sites will take long passwords.

� Start with a sentence.

There are seven days in every week.� There are seven days in every week.

� Add a number and punctuation, maybe a 

misspelling, maybe make it false.

� There are 8 days in every weak – somewhere!

� Easy to remember, very difficult to break.



� A lot of equipment comes with a default 

admin account and password from the 

factory.

Routers and network equipment especially.� Routers and network equipment especially.

� CHANGE THE DEFAULT PASSWORD!

� I mean, really, if you aren’t even going to 

try….



� Many sensitive sites – banks, credit card 

companies, and brokerages/investment firms 

– now offer two-part authentication.

In this method, once you login, they email or � In this method, once you login, they email or 

text you a code good for ten minutes.

� You have to enter the code to be logged in.

� Use this method whenever it is offered.



� Norton Security has everything you need, 

and it’s $35 for up to five devices for a year.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B015724OVG

Norton has a bad rep in some circles because, � Norton has a bad rep in some circles because, 

years back, the software was slow and 

cumbersome. This has been fixed.

� You need to use something to protect against 

the most common threats.



� You can’t just backup onto another drive on your 
machine. Something which takes out the 
machine could take out both sets of data at 
once.

� Use a drive you connect to do your backup and � Use a drive you connect to do your backup and 
then disconnect until next time.

� All your backup needs to be is a copy of the files 
on your machine, so you don’t lose your 
manuscripts and other work in progress.

� StarTech USB312SAT3 allows you to connect a 
SATA drive to a USB port on your machine. $40
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01EK9LRLM


